
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FROM FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE 
PROVISION OF STABLE VALUE STRUCTURE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE 

DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
AND OTHER PARTICIPATING PUBLIC JURISDICTIONS (“PLAN”) 

 
RFP RESPONDENT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 
 
1. Does the Stable Value Structure Manager or the New York State Deferred Compensation 

Board have fiduciary responsibility for selecting managers that are included in the Stable 
Income Fund? 
 
Both the Stable Value Structure Manager and the New York State Deferred Compensation Plan 
Board have fiduciary responsibility for selecting managers that are included in the Stable Income 
Fund. 
 

2. Are the Investment Management Agreements (IMAs) with the underlying Wrapped Fixed 
Income Managers negotiated by the New York State Deferred Compensation Board or the 
Stable Value Structure Manager? 
 
Underlying wrap manager IMA’s are negotiated by the Stable Value Structure Manager.  
 

3. Is their flexibility with the Investment Policy Statement provisions and the investment 
guidelines with the wrap providers (e.g. max of 95% in synthetics, no use of non-US dollar 
denominated securities, limits on ABS)? 
 
Not at this time.  
 

4. The RFP states that the Stable Value Structure Manager will be responsible for the advice, 
analysis and recommendations with regard to the selection of underlying portfolio managers.  
Can you provide additional information regarding the expected scope of the analysis and 
recommendation?   
 
Following a formal RFP, the Stable Value Structure Manager with review and screen all bids and 
recommend finalists to the Board.  The NYSDC Board, Board Staff and/or Board advisors will 
conduct interviews of selected finalists and notify winners. Callan’s role in the process is to assist 
with development of the RFP and act as the designated RFP contact.   
 

5. The Structure Manager is responsible for the “advice, analysis and recommendations with 
regard to the selection of underlying portfolio managers…”.  Could you explain how the 
interaction works between the Structure Manager, the New York State Deferred 
Compensation Board and their consultant with respect to the recommendation and approval 
of underlying manager changes? 
 
Following a formal RFP, the Stable Value Structure Manager will review and screen all bids and 
recommend finalists to the Board.  The NYSDC Board, Board Staff and/or Board advisors will 
conduct interviews of selected finalists and notify winners. Callan’s role in the process is to assist 
with development of the RFP and act as the designated RFP contact.   
 



Outside of the formal RFP process, the Stable Value Structure Manager makes underlying manager 
recommendations, but the Board would need to approve the hiring/firing of managers. 
 

6. Is the Stable Value Structure Manager expected to perform complete due diligence on all of 
the underlying Wrapped Fixed Income Managers? Which of the following apply: 
 
a. Annual due diligence questionnaire?  
b. Annual onsite due diligence meetings? 
c. Quarterly due diligence reviews? 
d. Formal written reports? 
 
The Stable Value Structure Manager is responsible for conducting due diligence on the underlying 
wrapped fixed income managers.  Items a. – d. above are all among the fiduciary responsibilities of 
the Stable Value Structure Manager.    
 

7. Are the underlying Wrapped Fixed Income Managers structured as separately managed bond 
portfolios? 
 
Yes.  
 

8. Are any of the underlying Wrapped Fixed Income Managers invested in commingled bond 
portfolios? 
 
No.  
 

9. Who provides custody for the underlying Wrapped Fixed Income Managers separately 
managed bond portfolios? 
 
State Street Bank and Trust Company 
 

10. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board have minimum criteria on the 
selection of Wrapped Fixed Income Managers? 
 
Yes. An example of minimum requirements included in a recent RFP for Wrapped Fixed Income 
Managers can be seen below. These requirements are subject to change based on the mandate.   
 
a. The proposing firm must have a minimum of $1 billion in total fixed income assets as of 

December 31, 2017. 
 

b. It is preferred that the proposing firm possess a GIPS compliant strategy track record 
benchmarked against the Bloomberg Barclays 1-3 Year Government/Credit Index or the 
Bloomberg Barclays 1-5 Year Government/Credit Index of least five (5) years as of December 
31, 2017. Simulated track records will not be accepted. 
 

c. At least one of the individuals who will be a proposed portfolio manager must possess a 
minimum of five (5) years of experience providing similar services. 

 
 



11. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board have criteria on the inclusion of 
managers with diverse ownership structures? 
 
No. 
 

12. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board require specific certifications or 
parameters for managers with diverse ownership structures? 
 
Not formally, but applicable certifications are preferred. 
 

13. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board have a maximum per manager 
allocation for the Stable Income Fund? 
 
No. The Board does not have a maximum allocation per manager, but diversification by manager is 
preferred.  
 

14. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board want the Stable Value Structure 
Manager to provide formal recommendations to hire and terminate managers? 
 
The Stable Value Structure Manager makes recommendations on selection and termination and the 
Board would need to approve the hiring/firing of managers. 
 

15. Is there securities lending on any of the underlying portfolios of the Wrapped Fixed Income 
Managers? 
 
No, not at this time. 
 

16. Can the SV Structure Manager also manage a portion of the underlying fixed income assets? 
 
No, the Stable Value Structure Manager cannot manage a portion of the underlying fixed income 
assets at the time of selection. If the Stable Value Structure Manager acquired another manager that 
was an underlying fixed income manager, the situation would then be evaluated. 
 

17. Can the structure manager be the same as the underlying investment manager? 
 
Please see response to question 16.  
 

18. We would like to clarify whether subadvisors (which could be utilized if the stable value 
manager of managers solution is utilized) would be considered subcontractors? 
 
Subadvisors are only considered subcontractors if they are listed as such in the contract. 
 

19. There are ten fixed income managers (including the insurance company separate account) 
currently in the Stable Income Fund.  Are all of these managers subject to change or 
consolidation should the Structure Manager recommendation lead in that direction? 
 
The fixed income managers are typically subject to change or consolidation following a formal RFP. 
Outside of the formal RFP process, the Stable Value Structure Manager makes recommendations, 
but the Board would need to approve the hiring/firing of managers. 



20. Although specific fixed income mandates have not been specified in the RFP, does the Board 
include an indexed or modified-index approach in the Stable Income Fund today?  Is that type 
of strategy something that would be considered? 
 
The Stable Income Fund does not currently include any indexed or modified-index approach 
underlying mandates. This type of strategy can be considered for inclusion in the Fund.  
 

21. Exhibit E lists the managers, wrap issuers and benchmarks.  The benchmarks for Earnest 
Partners and Wells are defined is “Short”.  Can you provide more specifics around the 
benchmarks for these managers? 
 
Earnest and Wells are benchmarked to the Bloomberg Barclays 1-3 Year Government Index.  
 

22. Exhibit E lists the benchmarks for Loomis as “Intermediate”.  Can you provide more specifics 
around the benchmark for Loomis? 
 
Loomis is benchmarked to the Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate Aggregate Index.  
 

23. Given you have provided, on page 4, the age group breakdown by percentage of assets held in 
the Fund among active and inactive participants, would it also be possible to receive the total 
percentage split between the active and inactive groups?  
 
As of 6/30/20, the Stable Income Fund has 38.8% with Active participants and 61.2% with Inactive 
participants.  
 

24. What is the recent MV/BV ratio of the Stable Income Fund? 
 
104.2% as of 6/30/20.  
 

25. What is the recent blended crediting rate of the Stable Income Fund? 
 
2.32% as of 6/30/20.  
 

26. Can you provide the management fee for each of the underlying Wrapped Fixed Income 
Managers?  The information will be used to determine if we can potentially use our scale with 
certain fixed income managers to lower fees for Stable Income Fund investors.   
 
Please see the table in the back of this Q&A with Stable Income Fund expenses during the 2019-
2020 Plan year.    
 

27. Is it possible to receive the current fee schedule for the existing Stable Value Structure 
Manager? Can you also share the existing fees assessed by the underlying fixed income 
managers for their respective mandates and the existing wrap providers?  
 
Please see the table in the back of this Q&A with Stable Income Fund expenses during the 2019-
2020 Plan year. 
 
 
 



28. The Fee schedule requested in Section VII asks for only the fees associated with the Structure 
Manager services—and not include any projected underlying fixed income investment 
management fees.  Schedule G asks for anticipated wrap fees but does not appear to request 
the projection of underlying fixed income management fees.  Will the total expense ratio 
(Structure Manager + wrap + underlying managers) of the Stable Income Fund proposal be a 
component of your evaluation in some way?  If so, how? 

 
Stable Value Structure Manager service fees are included in the evaluation of each provider. 
Underlying wrapped fixed income managers and book value wrapper issuers are not being evaluated 
in this RFP. However, we would still like each provider to include details regarding wrap issuers and 
underlying investment managers in order to better understand portfolio construction / structure 
preferences.  
 

29. Can we respond to the RFP with a menu of offerings that may be different from the exact ask 
in the RFP?  

a. For instance, our largest clients utilize us for all of the Stable Value services listed in the RFP 
except for Manager Due Diligence. Based on experience and best practice, we would 
recommend that New York State utilizes the fund selection services of a consultant like Callan, 
and we oversee on the ongoing implementation. 
 
No. Selection, monitoring, and retention decisions are responsibilities of the Stable Value Structure 
Manager with Board approval, not the responsibly of the investment consultant.  
 

b. If that is not an option, we leverage an ancillary group within our Firm that specializes in 
manager due-diligence, however they are outside of the Stable Value Team.  Could we consider 
them to meet the experience requirement for selecting and monitoring sub-advisors? 
 
Yes, you can leverage an ancillary group within your firm to meet the requirements for manager due 
diligence.  
 

30. Does the New York State Deferred Compensation Board wish to be a party to the benefit 
responsive wrap contracts?  Alternatively, is it acceptable for the wrap contracts to be two-
party agreements between the insurance company and the Stable Value Structure Manager? 
 
No. Wrap contracts are two-party agreements between the insurance company and the Stable Value 
Structure Manager. 
 

31. If the wrap contracts can be two-party agreements between the Stable Value Structure 
Manager and the insurance company, are the insurance companies required to issue the 
contracts in the State of New York and subject to NY insurance regulations? 
 
The Stable Value Structure Manager will work with insurance companies to determine if a contract 
can be issued in New York and is subject to New York state regulations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



32. For Exhibit I, State Consultant Services Form, we would like to confirm that the services (i.e., 
investment management services) contemplated by this RFP would not be considered 
"consulting services" (as that term is used in this RFP). 
 
The services contemplated in this RFP are considered “consulting services” as defined under Item 23 
on page 6 of Appendix A (Standard Clauses for all New York State Contracts).  

 
 
33. Appendix B requires notarization—given the current work from home environment, is there 

an ability to waive this requirement? 
 
Yes. However, the selected vendor will need to notarize the Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire at 
the time of contract. 

 
34. Will the Board consider waiving the requirement for documents to be notarized, specifically 

Attachment B-The Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire, due to the potential hardship this 
imposes with a majority of staff working from home due to COVID-19? 
 
Yes. However, the selected vendor will need to notarize the Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire at 
the time of contract.  
 

35. Could you confirm the current and target allocations to the Stable Value Fund within the 
Target Date suite? 
 
None.  
 

36. Are they set strategic asset allocations, or best idea – best approach? 
 

Not applicable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Stable Income Fund Expenses (2019-2020 Plan Year) 
 
 

Investment Management $7,646,964 9.9 bps 
Wrap Services $12,495,343 16.3 bps 
Stable Value Structure Management $1,613,763 2.1 bps 
Trustee Fees $350,033 0.5 bps 
Total Expenses $22,106,102 28.8 bps 

 


